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Innovations in Textiles 19
St Louis, MO

We are so fortunate to have an astounding array of fiber art in St. Louis this fall.
Innovations in Textiles-19 is the cover organization for communication about multiple
exhibitions through out the area. Surface Design Association, SDA, is holding their yearly
conference in St. Louis October 4-6th.
My art group, Bits Art Quilters, will have a fiber totem exhibit, "Totems: Personal Stoies in
Fiber", starting October 5th. A reception will be held on October 6th, 2-4 PM, at Bluebird
Park Administration building on Kiefer Creek Rd. in Ellisville. Can you imagine walking
through a forest of 20 or so fiber totems each telling a story? Come join us!
The St. Louis Post mentioned us in a recent article.
http://www.stltoday.com/entertainment/arts-and-theatre/not-your-grandma-s-sewingprojects-innovations-in-textiles-shows/article_2effcb82-4630-50f9-a318b0bc74e98065.html
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My totem, "Wait 5 Minutes",
expresses the delight and challenge of the Midwest weather and the extreme weather
changes we are seeing with floods in August and snow in March.
Visit the Innovations website for schedules and sites.
http://www.innovationsintextilesstl.org

Dresden Quilt Blocks Reimagined Book & Video
I now have 4 book signings under my belt and a huge shout out and thank you to everyone
who came. We sold out at each event and had a grand time.
Another book signing is scheduled for November 10th, 1-3 PM at the Quilted Fox in
Frontenac. https://www.quiltedfox.com/special-events.htm
I bring all the quilts and it's an opportunity to look up close, ask questions and get a signed
copy. The book would make a great gift for a quilting friend. It's been a thrill to see the
book published. I have a new class out where you can design your own wall hanging. I
am working on two new
patterns to have out this fall.
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See my video on You Tube through the C & T channel about one of the blocks featured in
the book, a Sawtooth.

See the video here. https://youtu.be/vlT5Vyx78BE
It's a strange experience to see yourself on video and I learned a lot. I plan to do another
one this fall with sewing tips and tricks.

A QUICK GIFT
Do you need to make a quick gift? Maybe a thank you or hostess gift. I wanted to give
something to our local bookstore, Neighborhood Reads, as they have carried my book
and hosted a lovely book signing (complete with margaritas and wine). She has these
lovely red chairs in the back room. You can grab one and read for a while. I ordered white
pillow covers online and made a quick Dresden plate with some denim sashiko prints,
stitched the plate to the pillow cover and stuffed it and there was a custom made gift. Took
about two hours all together. You can customize your Dresden plate to the pillow size
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If you here, thank you again for reading, supporting and being part of the journey. I am looking forward to
sharing more in the future. See you next month.
Candy
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